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ABSTRACT
In this paper we use a global optimization technique developed by Bai and Perron (1998)
to estimate both the number and location of structural breaks in dissenting opinions on
the United States Supreme Court. While it has commonly been believed that there has
been one regime shift in dissenting opinions on the United States Supreme Court
corresponding to the breakdown in the consensual norm in the 1930s or 1940s, we find
that there have been three breaks. We then test to see if changes in the leadership of the
Supreme Court have had a statistically significant effect on dissent taking the structural
breaks as given. This is a more rigorous test of the influence of judicial leadership on
consensus than testing leadership dummy variables against an otherwise fixed intercept
as commonly used in previous research. We find that changes in the leadership of the
Court have had a statistically significant effect on variations in dissenting opinions.

1. Introduction
Most studies of decision-making on the United States Supreme Court have focused on the
1930s or early 1940s as the period at which the consensual norm on the Court broke
down. Caldeira and Zorn (1998) use cointegration and error-correction modelling to test
for the existence of a consensual norm on the Court. To take account of the large
increase in the number of separate opinions at the beginning of the 1940s they employ the
Gregory and Hansen (1996) approach to cointegration, which allows for one structural
break. For dissenting opinions they identify the structural break as occurring in 1939 or
1940 with a steady decline in the consensual norm from the mid-1920s. Caldeira and
Zoni (1998, p. 892) suggest: "[tlhese results, although only suggestive, encourage
reexamination of earlier results on the exact date at which norms on the Court dissolved".
Irrespective of the exact date at which the consensual norm broke down, implicit in
Calderia and Zorn's (1998) approach and certainly that of the other literature which has
focused on the rise in dissenting opinions since the 1930-1940 period is that there is one
structural break in the dissent rate. Scholars such as Danelski (1960) have asserted that
dissents increased as the norm of consensus eroded in the early to rnid-twentieth century.
More recently, Walker et a1 (1988) and Haynie (1992) suggest that, in part, dissensus
begins with Chief Justices Hughes and Stone. Our principal argument is that the
statistical focus on explaining the massive increase in the dissent rate in the 1930s and
1940s, while important, has tended to overshadow the existence of fluctuations in dissent
in other periods of the Court's past. Bouts of dissension, combined with several changes
in the political complexion of the Court in the nineteenth century, particularly in the
transition from Marshal1 to Taney and in the period surrounding the Civil War suggest ex

ante that there might be more than the one regime shift in the Court's decision-rnaking

identified by Caldeira and Zom (1998) and others. Consistent with Walker et a1 (1988, p.
362) here "we use the term 'regime' to refer to shared norms and values governing the
actions of individuals engaged in an established collective decision-making process".

There are several reasons why one should be interested in the dissent rate and its
determinants and therefore why it is important if there have been multiple regime shifts
throughout the Court's past. Firstly, Pritchett (1954, p. 22) suggests that the increase in
concurring and dissenting opinions in the 1930s and 1940s weakened the Court's
"institutional ethos" and on this basis argues "it is precisely because the Court's
institutional ethos has become so weak that we must examine the thinking of the
individual justices7'. This call has spawned a large literature on the factors influencing
justices' decision-making patterns, focusing on the Stone Court and after. If, however,
there are multiple regime shifts in the Court's decision-making patterns this suggests a
reevaluation of the implicit notion in Pritchett's (1954) argument that there was a strong
(or stronger) "institutional ethos" in earlier periods is appropriate. If there is no constant
institutional ethos or norm of decision-making other issues open up for investigation
relating to the reasons for earlier regime shifts and, following Pritchett's (1954) original
suggestion, the thinking of the Justices before, during and following these regime shifts.

Second, the weakening in the institutional ethos of the Court which Pritchett identifies
has been associated, in the eyes of some, with a reduction in the power and legitimacy of
the Court. For instance Judge Learned Hand thought that on constitutional matters

division on the Court was "disastrous" because it cancelled "the impact of monolithic
solidarity on which the authority of a bench of judges so largely depends" (as cited in
Halpern and Vines, 1977, p. 471). Third, a related point is that the level of consensus
potentially influences the standing of the Court among other branches of government and
in the eyes of the general public. When the Court speaks with many voices this
potentially makes its decisions more vulnerable to outside criticism. Danelski (1960)'
Swisher (1965) and Frank (1968), among others, have argued that the increase in the
level of dissent in the 1930s and 1940s have undermined public confidence in the Court.

The' objective of this paper is twofold. First we employ a method developed by Bai and
Perron (1998) for identifying multiple regime shifts to find the exact number and dates of
break points in dissenting opinions. The Bai and Perron (1998) approach has the
advantage that one can construct confidence intervals around the breaks. These can be
used to examine the importance of changes in the leadership of the Court or events such
as the Judges Bill or the New Deal period on these permanent changes in the Court's
decision-making processes. If a change in leadership or other episodic event occurs
within the confidence interval surrounding the structural break, there is strong evidence
that this event was responsible for the regime shift in the Court. We find that there are
three breaks in the dissent rate. One break occurs in 1836, at the beginning of Taney's
term as chief justice; a second occurs in 1867, which is in the middle of Chase's term as
Chief Justice, and the third is in 1941, at the start of Stone's term as chief justice.

Our second objective is to implement a method suggested by Caporale and Grier (2000,

2002) for using the break dates identified by the Bai and Perron (1998) procedure to re-.
examine the effect of leadership on variations in the dissent rate. We focus on leadership
because the role of the chief justice has consistently been regarded as one of the most
important factors influencing consensus (see eg Danelski 1960, 1986, Murphy 1964,
Haynie, 1992). However, in previous research, the alternative hypothesis to the influence
of the chief justice has often been ill specified. Where dummy variables denoting the
tenure of specific chief justices have been significant, this has been interpreted as
meaning that leadership has been important (see eg Haynie 1992). The problem with this
approach is that other, potentially statistically better, break dates are ignored.

Our approach to examine the effect of leadership is to assume that the Bai and Perron

(1998) break dates are not due to changes in leadership on the Court. We test to see if
changes in the chief justice are statistically significant taking the Bai and Perron (1998)
break dates as given. In other words we test to see if changes in leadership have had a
statistically significant effect on variations in dissent, once the Bai and Perron changes
are taken into account. This is a more appropriate and rigorous test for the effects of
leadership than testing leadership dummies against an otherwise fixed intercept as in
previous research. Our finding from this exercise is that changes in the leadership of the
Court have had a statistically significant effect on variations in dissenting opinions.

In the balance of the paper we begin with a brief outline of the patterns of dissent on the
Court up to and including Stone's term as chief justice. Following this we explain the

Bai and Perron (1998) procedure and use it to examine the number and dates of break
points in dissenting opinions. We then proceed to use the Bai and Perron (1998) break
dates to consider the effect of changes in leadership on the dissent rate.

2. Overview of the Data
The Bai and Perron (1998) approach can be used to test for and estimate multiple regime
shifts only if the data are stationary. Our initial intention was to test for breaks in both
concurring and dissenting opinions, conditional on finding the data were stationary. The
data on concurrences and dissents on the Supreme Court is for each term from 1800 to
1991. The data comes from Epstein et al (1994) and was previously employed by
Caldeira and Zorn (1998). We follow the approach in Caldeira and Zorn (1998) and use
the raw number of concuiring and dissenting opinions rather than the number per 100
decisions because of uncertainty about the total number of decisions at some points.

Figure 1 plots decisions with concurrences and dissents from 1800 to 1991. As is well
known, early in the Court's existence Marshall replaced the British practice of seriatim
opinion writing with a single opinion of the Court. It is often argued that this increased
the legitimacy of the Court because for the first time it spoke with one voice (Beveridge
1919, Lively 1992). With the exception of the Jeffersonian Republican Williarn Johnson
(1803-35) who served on the Federalist dominated Bench, few judges wrote concurring
and dissenting opinions in Marshall's term. There were 35 concurring opinions and 74
dissents while Johnson was on the Supreme Court; of which, Johnson wrote 21
concurrences and 34 dissents (Schwartz 1993, p. 63). However, for most of the first two
decades of his period on the Court Johnson acquiesced in Marshall's unanimity rule . At

the urging of Jefferson to resist Marshall's centralization of power in Washington,
though, during his last ten years on the Court Johnson became more vocal in speaking
out, issuing nine concurring and 18 dissenting opinions (Schwartz 1993, p. 64).

However, Marshall's stranglehold on the Court started to decline towards the end of the
1820s with the Jackson appointments who did not agree with Marshall's approach to
decision-making and there was a marked increase in the dissent rate when Taney (183664) replaced Marshall as chief justice. Dissents reached a peak for the nineteenth century
in 1850, under Taney's leadership, when there were dissents in 25 cases. Throughout the
chief justiceships of Chase (1864-1873), Waite (1874-1888) and Fuller (1888-1910) there
were a steady flow of dissenting opinions, particularly from Justices Field (1863-97) and
Miller (1862-90). Figure 1 shows that there were regularly dissents in more than 25 cases
per term throughout the 1860s, 1870s and 1890s. While this figure is not high compared
with the number of dissenting opinions since the 1940s, it is more than one would expect
in an institution where decision-making was based on building consensus. For the first
quarter of the twentieth century there were more than 20 dissenting opinions per term on
only four occasions and then from the mid-1920s dissenting opinions became more
frequent before exploding in the 1941 term under the leadership of Stone.

3. Stationarity Properties of the Data
To determine the stationaiity properties of the variables we started by performing the

.

standard Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root test for each variable without

allowing for structural breaks. The results are not presented here to conserve space, but
consistent with Caldeira and Zorn's (1998, p. 883) findings the ADF test suggested that
both concurring and dissenting opinions are integrated of order one (a non-stationary
process). However, Perron (1989) showed that in situations where there is a regime shift,
as we are testing for here, the power to reject a unit root decreases when the stationary
alternative is true and the structural break is ignored. Perron (1989) proposed three
alternative models. These are (a) model A (the "crash model"), which allows for a onetime structural break in the intercept of the trend function; (b) model B (the "changing
growth" model), which aIlows for a structural break in the slope; and (c) model C (the
"crash-cum-growth" model), which allows for a structural break in intercept and slope.

Perron (1989) treated the structural break as exogenous. If we were to treat the structural
break in concurrences and dissents as exogenous, based on casual inspection of Figure 1
the appropriate date would be at the beginning of the 1940s. The subsequent literature,
beginning with Banerjee et a1 (1992), Christian0 (1992) and Zivot and Andrews (1992),
however, has largely treated the structural break as being endogenously determined from
the data. Therefore, selecting the break dates a priori based on an ex post examination or
knowledge of the data could lead to an over rejection of the unit root hypothesis. Thus,
we follow the recent literature and treat the break date as being endogenous.

We used two forms of the Zivot and Andrews (1992) sequential trend break model to
further investigate the stationarity properties of concurrences and dissents. Using
Perron's (1989) terminology, we used Zivot and Andrews' (1992) model A and model C.

Model A has the following foim:

Model C takes the following form:

Here

A is the first difference operator, sit is a white noise disturbance term with variance

a
'
, and t= 1,......,T is an index of time. The Ayir,. terns on the right-hand-side of
Equations (1) and (2) allow for serial correlation and ensure the disturbance term is white
noise. Of the dummy variables, DU,is an indicator dummy variable for a mean shift
occurring at time TB and DT is the corresponding trend shift variable, where
l

i f t > TB
otherwise

and

D1;= {;-TB if t > TB
otherwise

The lag length ( k ) is selected using the "t-sig" approach developed by Hall (1994). This
involves starting with an upper bound on k, which is chosen a priori. If the last included
lag is significant, the upper bound k is chosen. If not, k is reduced by one until the last
lag becomes significant. If no lags are significant k is set equal to zero. We set k , , , e 8
and use a critical value of 1.60 to determine the significance of the t-statistic on the last
jag. We do not increase the upper bound when the procedure selects k=km.

The break date is searched for over the range of the sample (0.15T, 0.85T). The null
hypothesis is that ai = 0, in Equations (1) and (2), which implies that the series {yt) is an
integrated process without a structural break. The alternative hypothesis is that ai < 0,
which implies that {yt) is break point stationary. The break date is selected by choosing
the value of TB for which the t-statistic for a is minimized. The results for the Zivot and
Andrews (1992) test are reported in table 1. Zivot and Andrews (1992) provide relevant
critical values. For dissenting opinions, the t-statistic on a is less than the relevant
critical value at the 1 per cent level for both model A and model C, which means that
dissenting opinions are break point stationary. The break date for dissenting opinions is

1939 (model A) or 1940 (model C), which is close to the end of Hughes' term and the
beginning of Stone's term as chief justice. For concurring opinions the t-statistic on a is
higher than the relevant critical values even at the 10 per cent level. Therefore, we are
unable to reject the null hypothesis of a unit root for concurring opinions. The break
dates for concurring opinions occur in 1954 (model A) or 1919 (model C), which is near
the beginning of the terms of White and Warren as chief justice respectively.

The unit root tests suggest that concurring opinions are long memory processes, and
therefore that shocks in the level of such behavior will persist. Thus, concurring opinions
will fluctuate widely and may increase or decrease steadily for long periods of time. Note
that shocks in this context could be caused by factors such as changes in leadership, a
change in the composition of the Court or institutional changes such as the Judges Bill.
In contrast to concurring opinions, dissenting opinions are short memory processes

around a breaking trend. This means that the persistence of shocks in dissenting opinions
is limited to major "turning points" in the history of the Court corresponding to the break
dates in the trend and that the impact of other shocks on dissenting opinions will have
only a fleeting effect on the current value of the series. Given that we were unable to
establish that concurring opinions are break point stationary, which is a prerequisite for
the application of the Bai and Perron (1998) test, concurring opinions are dropped from
further analysis and in we focus on the time series properties of dissenting opinions.

----------------Insert Table l

4. Number and Location of Break Dates in Dissenting Opinions
Having established the integration properties of the data we proceed to estimating break
dates for dissenting opinions which are break point stationary using the Bai and Perron
(1998) method. Bai and Perron (1998) recommend a multiple linear regression model

with m breaks (m + lregimrs).The model takes the following form:

Yt =.:p+ z:wj + q ,

t = T j - , + l ,...,T,, for j = l , ...,m + l

(3)

Here yt is the dependent variable at time t , X, ( p X l) and Zt (q X l ) are vectors of
covariates,

p

and

wj are the corresponding vectors of coefficients, and

disturbance at time t . In Equation (3) the break dates

K,captures

(T,,...,T , ) are explicitly treated as

unknown. Our objective is to estimate the unknown regression coefficients together with
the break dates when T observations of

(Yt

,X,,Z, ) are available. Bai and Perron (1998)

develop test statistics to identify multiple breaks. For each m -partition
and y j are estimated by minimizing the sum of squared residuals:

(q,...,~,,),
p

Letting

D({ T, I) and s({T, l) denote the estimates based on the given m -partition

(T, .....L)
represented here as {Tj /, one needs only to substitute these into Equation
(4) to get the estimated break dates. If we depict the resulting sum of squared residuals as

S,, ...,(?,...,L),
it follows that the estimated break dates

(c,...,fn,)

will be such that

Bai and Perron (1998) recommend a suite of tests for first ascertaining the existence of
one or more structural breaks in a series and second, conditional on finding that there are
breaks, determining the number and location of breaks. To test for the existence of one
or more structural breaks Bai and Perron (1998) advocate the S u f l

(L) F-statistic and

double maximum tests. The S u p c (L) F-statistic tests the null hypothesis of no
structural breaks (m = 0) against the alternative hypothesis that there are m = k breaks.
The procedure searches all possible break dates and minimizes the difference between the
restricted and unrestricted sum of squares over all the potential breaks. The double
maximum test considers the null hypothesis of no structural breaks (m = 0) against the
alternative hypothesis of at least 1 through to

M

structural breaks. The double maximum

test takes two forms, which Bai and Perron (1998) term UDnzax and WDmax. The

UDmax statistic is the maximum value of the SU~F,(L)F-statistic where L

represents an upper bound on the possible number of breaks while the WDmax statistic
weights the individual statistics so as to equalize the p-values across values of

m.

If the null hypothesis of no structural break is rejected by the double maximum test, Bai

+

and Perron (1998) suggest a sequential S U ~ F , ( L I / L ) procedure to determine the
optimal number and location of structural breaks.' The sequential procedure tests the null
hypothesis of L breaks against the alternative hypothesis of ( L
A

model with L breaks, the estimated break dates denoted by

+ 1) breaks. For the
A

,...,T,, are obtained by

global minimization of the sum of squared residuals. Rejection of the null hypothesis in
favour of a model with (L

+ 1 ) breaks occurs if the overall minimum value of the sum of

squared residuals is sufficiently smaller than the sum of squared residuals from the L
break model. The appropriate critical values are available in Bai and Perron (1998).~
Before implementing the Bai and Perron (1998) procedure, an initial trimming region
must be specified to ensure that there is a reasonable amount of degrees of freedom to
calculate an initial eiror sum of squares. The trimming specification determines the
maximum possible number of breaks and minimum regime size. We imposed
trirnming€=O. 15 and allowed the system to search for a maximum of five breaks.
Given that our sample span is from 1800 to 1991 or 192 observations, this trimming
ensures that each segment has at least 38 observations to account for potential serial
correlation via non-parametric adjustments. The Bai and Perron (1998) procedure also
corrects for serial correlation in the errors and different variances of residuals across
segments through incorporating Andrews' (1991) robust standard errors.

The results from the Bai and Perron (1998) test for dissenting opinions are reported in
Table 2. The Sup4 (L) test is statistically significant at the 1 per cent level for values
of

L between one and five. The UDmax and WDmax statistics are also both

statistically significant at the 1 per cent level. This implies that there is at least one
structural break in dissenting opinions. To select the optimal number of structural breaks
we use the sequential procedure. The sequential procedure finds that there are three
break dates: 1836, 1867 and 1941. Moreover, each of the three structural breaks is
positive, which reflects the sustained increase in the dissent rate. We report the 95 per
cent confidence interval for each break date. The 1941 break date has a tightly estimated
confidence interval of 1937 to 1942, but the other two break dates are not as tightly
estimated being 1811-1838 (for 1836) and 1857 to 1872 (for 1867).
Insert Table 2

Discussion of the Location of the Break Dates
Caporale and Grier (2000, 2002) argue that the confidence intervals can be used to
examine how well political dummy variables correlate with the break dates estimated by
the Bai and Perron (1998) method. As Caporale and Grier (2002, p. 14) describe it:
If the number of regimes implied by the political model is equal to the number
implied by the time series model, and each political break point fall inside the
confidence interval of a Bai and Perron (1998) break, that would be very strong
evidence in favour of the primacy of the political effects. They are responsible
for all the major break points in the sample. K there is a partial match between

political breaks and Bai and Perron (1998) breaks the importance of politics can
still be argued, but the matter becomes open to interpretations.

The Bai and Perron (1998) brecak dates correspond to the switch from Marshal1 to Taney
(1836) and the switch from Hughes to Stone (1941) and occur in the middle of Chase's
term as chief justice (1867). What is the explanation for these break dates? Beginning
with the first break date in 1836, the period from 1827 to 1836 is usually regarded as one
of transition. Haines (1944, p. 580) describes these as "uncertain and hesitant years
[which] form a marked contrast with that of the decade from 1815 to 1825 when, with
something in the nature of a pontifical air, the Court was applying and expounding the
principles of Hamiltonian nationalism". Seddig (1975, p. 822) echoes these words,
suggesting: "By all accounts 1827 marks the unmistakable beginning of a period of
change, a transition from the conservative nationalism of the golden age to the salient
policies of the Taney Court with its emphasis on dual federalism and state police
powers". In the late 1820s and early 1830s Marshal1 lost control of the Court in part
because of judicial turnover and in part because the justices began to live on their own
rather than collectively making internal norms of unanimity more and more difficult to
maintain. As Seddig (1975, p. 825) puts it: "Group normativeness broke down as
consensus about internal norms disappeared". This breakdown in norms and lack of
leadership was associated with a sharp increase in the dissent rate after 1829.

Marshall's declining influence over the Court was accelerated following the death of
Marshall's close ally, Bushrod Washington (1798-1829), when Jackson appointed

McLean (1829-61), Baldwin (1830-44) and Wayne (1835-1867). The introduction of
new judges with different values or sitting at different points on the ideological spectrum
can alter the balance of power and leadership structure on the Court increasing the level
of dissent as one or more judges find themselves in the minority. The appointment of the
new judges, together with Johnson's renewed willingness to express dissent at the urging
of Jefferson altered the small group dynamic, leaving the "old Federalist guard" of
Marshall and Story increasingly on the defensive (Seddig, 1975, Kolsky 1995). This
made effective leadership more difficult (Murphy, 1966). Baldwin has been described
"as an erratic individual whose behavior contributed greatly to increased internal
disruption" (Seddig 1975, p. 824), while it has been said that McLean was "almost
immune to Marshall's logic and persuasive powers" (Loth, 1949, p. 347).
The judges increased willingness to express dissent towards the end of Marshall's term
signaled the beginning of a neweperiod of flux under Taney. This reflected the issues
before the Court and the blend of northerners and southerners on the Court during
Taney's regime which made it difficult for Taney to control the Court. Under Marshall
the Constitution was interpreted so as to sanction the centralisation of power in the
federal government. The Justices appointed by Jackson and Van Buren had a different
outlook than their predecessors. While it is wrong to suppose that Taney accomplished a
wholesale reversal of Marshall's doctrines (Schwartz 1993, p. 101) it remains that Taney
opposed many of the principles for which Marshal1 stood. Moreover, the more significant
aspects of Taney's term as chief justices are those where he attempted to redirect the
trends for which Marshall was responsible (Swisher 1935, p. 585). A prominent instance

of this is reinterpreting the Constitution to reflect the Jacksonian belief that property
rights should be the subject of control by the community (Scwartz 1993, p. 102).

This shift in thinking isolated Story on the early Taney Court. Following the death of
Marshall, Story, who remained on the Court until 1845, became a rigorous dissenter in
Taney's early years (Schwartz 1993, Swisher, 1935). Writing in 1837 in relation to the
different approaches of the Marshal1 and Taney Courts, Story described himself as "the
last of the old race of judges. I stand their solitary representative, with a pained heart and

a subdued confidence" (quoted in Swisher 1935, p. 379). Consistent with our findings
that 1836 is the first regime shift, Ganoe (1942, p. 286) argues: "The real era of dissent
began with the appointment of Taney as chief justice.

... [and] [tlhe era of dissent .,.

continued throughout Taney's long career. The celebrated Dred Scott case3 was just one
episode in a long conflict over fundamental philosophies of law and government".

The second break date occurs in 1867 in the middle of Chase's term as chief justice with
a 5 per cent confidence interval from 1857 to 1872. Towards the end of Taney's term as
chief justice the prestige of the Court was tarnished by the Dred Scott case and conflict
between Lincoln and Taney. When Chase became chief justice the prestige of the Court
was at one of its lowest ebbs. From the Dred Scott case through the Civil War, the Court
suffered from falling public esteem (see Hughes 1965, Stephenson 1973). Chase had a
tough challenge to build consensus because the issues the Court faced in the
Reconstruction period were difficult and because he inherited a mixture of Democrats,
Republicans and Whigs. Faced with this situation, Friedman (1997, p. 566) suggests that

Chase was ineffectual at building consensus, exercising "little control over his brothers
on the Bench - particularly such strong figures as Bradley, Miller and Field".

Chase's ambition was legendary (Benedict, 1997). One can be critical of Chase on
leadership grounds through pointing to his persistent posturing for a presidential
nomination from different parties and the inconstancy of his personality.

Chase's

influence over his colleagues was hindered by his failing health, following a major stroke
suffered in 1870 (Hughes 1965, Stephenson 1973). Hughes (1965, p. 602) states: 'The
signs of his failing health must have been obvious to the Court and could scarcely have
failed to excite the ambitions for his place that Miller, Bradley, Strong and Swayne
nursed". It seems that Justices Miller, Swayne (1862-81) and Strong (1870-80) each
harbored ambitions to succeed Chase as chief justice and openly lobbied for the position
following Chase's stroke, fuelling the personal animosities on the Court.

The third break occurs in 1941 with a 5 per cent confidence interval from 1937 to 1942.
Of the three break dates that we identify this is the most expected and the one that has
been most studied. Some have argued that the decline in consensus in the 1930s and
1940s had its antecedents in the Judges Bill in the mid-1920s (Halpern & Vines, 1977)
and with Taft's frustration with Brandeis, Holmes and Stone in the late 1920s (Caldeira
and Zorn, 1998). Others focus on the constitutional struggle between the Hughes Court
and Roosevelt in the first New Deal period or the lack of leadership or leadership style of
Hughes and Stone (Haynie 1992, Walker et at 1988). After a comprehensive exploration
of the reasons for the increase in dissenting opinions spanning the 1920s to the 1940s

Walker et a1 (1988) conclude that Stone's leadership was the principal cause. Haynie's
(1992) empirical results support this view. Our finding of a regime shift at the beginning
of Stone's period as chief justice with a very tight confidence ,interval also suggests that
Stone's term, rather than other factors such as the Judges Bill, was instrumental.

5. Does Leadership Have Any Additional Power to Explain Dissent Rates?
To examine the effect of different leadership styles on variations in dissenting opinions
we adapt an approach for utilizing the Bai and Penon (1998) break dates suggested by
Caporale and Grier (2000,2002). Caporale and Grier (2002) propose that the importance
of political dummy variables can be gauged through testing whether the fitted values
from a political intercept shift model have any incremental power in the Bai and Penon
(1998) intercept shifting model. Caporale and Grier (2002) suggest that if the political
dummy vruiables have incremental explanatory power, the political shifts represented by
those dummy variables can be regarded as important or statistically significant events.

To capture the effects of different leadership styles our political dummy variables are
dummy variables for each chief justice's tenure. As Haynie (1992, p. 1160) points out:
"If the relationship between leadership and consensus is important, variations in
consensus would be expected with different leadership styles. In a time series analysis
this would be reflected in a statistically significant coefficient for a chief justice's
tenure". Therefore, the Caporale and Grier (2002) approach involves testing whether,
given the null hypothesis of break points at the dates uncovered by the Bai and Penon
(1998) procedure, there is any additional evidence of the effect of leadership on
dissenting opinions. To put it differently, this itivolves assuming that the Bai and Penon

(1998) break dates are not due to changes in the leadership personnel on the Court and
testing to see if changes in the chief justice are statistically significant taking the Bai and
Perron (1998) break dates as given (see Caporale and Grier, 2002, pp. 17-18).

------------------Insert Table 3
The first two columns of Table 3 report ordinary least squares regressions of dissenting
opinions on the Bai and Perron (1998) break points and chief justice change break dates.
In the first column each of the Bai and Perron (1998) break dates are statistically
significant at the 5 per cent level or better and in the second column most, but not all, of
the chief justice change break dates are statistically significant at the 5 per cent level or
better. In the final column the fi lted values of the chief justice change regression are used
as an additional regressor in the Bai and Perron (1998) break date regression. The chief
justice fitted value is positive and statistically significant at the 1 per cent level,
indicating that leadership on the Court is a significant determinant of dissenting opinions.

6. Conclusion
The first objective of this paper was to employ the Bai and Perron (1998) multiple regime
shift procedure to find the exact number and dates of break points in dissenting opinions.
Our findings suggest that there have been three regime shifts in dissenting opinions on
the Supreme Court rather than one as has been believed in the past. The ixaaplication is
that the dissent rate has been essentially constant over long periods of time, subject to
infrequent mean shifts. It is also to be noted that each of the regime shifts is positive
reflecting the sustained increase in the dissent rate over time.

The paper's second objective was to implement the Caporale and Grier (2000, 2002)
approach for using the break dates identified by the Bai and Perron (1998) procedure to
reexamine the effect of leadership on variations in the dis~ent~rate.
Most of the dummy
variables for leadership change on the Court are significant against the null of a fixed
intercept. Two of these dummy variables for Taney (1836) and Stone (1941) match up
exactly with the optimal intercept shifts suggested by the Bai and Perron (1998)
procedure, while the dummy variable for Chase lies within the 5 per cent confidence
interval surrounding the 1867 break. The leadership change dummies are statistically
significant when tested against a null hypothesis that includes the Bai and Perron (1998)
break dates. This provides strong evidence that the beginning of the Taney, Chase and
Stone terms were responsible for the regime shifts uncovered by the Bai and Perron
(1998) method, although with the Taney and Chase breaks, the confidence intervals are
wide. These results provide a more convincing argument in favour of the relevance of
leadership in explaining dissenting opinions on the Supreme Court than previous research
which has tested leadership dummies against an otherwise fixed intercept.
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Table 1: Zivot and Andrews test for unit roots with one structural break
Dissenting O~inions
Model A
Model C

k
Ljung-Box
Q-Statistic

Concurring O~inions
Model A
Model C

3
9.1632
(0.8688)

Notes: The figure in parenthesis are t-statistics, except those in parenthesis under the Ljung-Box Q
statistics, which are probabilities. The critical values for the structural break dummy variables
follow the asymptotic standard normal distribution. Critical values for t, are Model A. -5.34 (1%).
-4.8 (5%). -4.58(10%); Model C -5.57 (l%), -5.08 (5%), -4.52 (10%) from Zivot and Andrews
(1992). * indicates statistical significance at the 1 per cent level.

Table 2: Empirical results from the Bai and Perron (1998) test for multiple regime shifts
in dissenting opinions on the United States Supreme Court
Specifications

zt {l}

q=l

p=O

M=5

-

s u p 4 (514)
VD max
WDmax

259.7776" (12.3700 )
259.7776" (13.8300)

-

3

-

Number of Breaks Selected
with the Sequential Method
Estimates with Breaks

Notes:

h=15

The Sup4 (L) test and the reported standard errors and confidence intervals allow for the
possibility of serial correlation in the disturbance. Figures in parentheses are the t statistics (robust

v j ( j = 1,...,2 ) and the 9 5 9 confidence intrrvals for c (i = 1,2).
A

to serial correlation) for

l

* indicates statistical significance at the 1 per cent level.

-

Table 3: Alternative Mean Shifting Variables of Dissenting Opinions

CHIEF JUSTICE
(CJ) MODEL

STRUCTURAJ,
BREAK MODEL

9.09"
(2.80)
-2.50
(0.7 1)
4.36
(0.98)
5.71
(1.54)
7.04**
(2.08)
3.43
(0.97)
6.74**
(2.12)
8.31**
(2.01)
48.38*
(8.76)
47.82*
(6.09)
50.31*
(5.83)
75.35*
(1 1.62)
59.85*
(9.79)

1.94*
(4.21)

STRUCTURAL
BREAK
+ CJ Fit
-0.75
(0.72)

-

-

BP REGIME 2

-

BP REGIME 3

-

BP REGIME 4

-

Constant
TANEY
CHASE

WARE
FULLER

wInTE

TAFT
HUGHES

STONE
VINSON
WARREN
BURGER

REIHNQUIST

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4.89*
(3.11)
9.66"
(5.48)
60.16*
(15.99)

5.43*
(3.35)
7.13*
(3.66)
42.76*
(7.85)
0.30"
(2.87)
0.92

CJ FIT
Adjusted

0.85

0.91

Notes: All regressions are estimated using the Newey-West HAC corrected standard errors with lag
truncation 4. The figures in parenthesis are t-statistics. *(**) denotes statistical significance at the 1 per
cent and 5 per cent levels respectively.

Number

ENDNOTES

Alternatives to the sequential procedure for determining the' optimal number of break
dates are the Bayesian Information Criteria and Schwartz Criteria (see Bai and Perron
2003 for details). However, using Monte Carlo experiments, Bai and Perron show that
these tests do not perform as well as the sequential procedure so we do not use these here.
The asymptotic theory for this test is strictly only valid for the case of non-trending
data. With trending data there are different asymptotic distributions. However, Bai and
Perron (2003, p. 14) state: "the asymptotic distributions in the two cases are fairly
similar, especially in the tail where critical values are obtained. Hence, one can safely use
the same critical values. Using simulations we found the size distortions to be minor".
Dred Scott, Plaintiff in Error v John F.A. Sanford, 19 Howard 393 (1857)
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